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Abstract

Building Custom Workflows for Hybrid Assembly (1)

The QIAGEN CLC Genomics Workbench now enables analysis of uncorrected long reads from Oxford Nanopore and

It is now possible to use long reads or

PacBio® using a newly developed plugin that provides seamless integration with other QIAGEN CLC products.

short reads as the primary basis for

The Long Read Support plugin builds on established state-of-the-art pipelines for read mapping, read error correction,

assembly.

de novo assembly and contig polishing, that are made available through the user-friendly workbench Graphical User

Scaling NGS analysis requires the

Interface (GUI), with no command-line or code compilation needed.

ability to build complex version-

Benefits of the Long Read Support plugin include:

controlled workflows. In addition,
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The CLC platform supports all of these

• Prebuilt or user-designed custom workflows

requirements.
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from the GUI or the command-line.

• 100% cloud ready

Guidance only reads

Sequence to polish

An alternative workflow
for hybrid assembly. First,
de novo assembly of short
reads, followed by joining
contigs using corrected long
reads output from the new
Correct Long Reads tool.
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Assembly Report

flexibly execute in situ or in the cloud

• Execute on a laptop

(1)

De Novo Assembly

enable third-party applications, and

• Easy to use GUI interface for non-experts

Short reads

Reads

Reads

workflows must be easily sharable,

• Combination of best practices for polishing and assembly of long reads (1, 2)

Building Custom Workflows for Hybrid Assembly (2)
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• Inbuilt data security and data compression
(1)

• Full support for enterprise integration

Long uncorrected reads
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Contigs or reference
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A workflow for de novo assembly of uncorrected long reads, followed by polishing with short reads.

Minimap2

Bradyrhizobium spp. BTAi1

Map long reads to references. Map against large genomes, or, after assembling
long reads to contigs, map back reads to contigs to verify even coverage of
assembled genome(s).

Read Mapping

Read mapping
report

Read Mapping Report

The new Long Read Support plugin to the CLC Genomics Workbench provides convenient analysis of long reads on the
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CLC-powered platform:
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• Easy access to public and private reference data
• Standardized, customizable and sharable workflows
• A host of NGS tools
• Enterprise level scaling on any computational platform using GUI

50x
Overlap layout consensus (OLC)-based de novo assembly of noisy long reads.
Minimap2 (3)

Miniasm (4)
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•

•

•

Aligner exceptionally good at mapping long
reads from Oxford Nanopore or PacBio
instruments.

•

•

Powerful consensus module that can be used
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and produce an overlap alignment, as well
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•

Works particularly well combined with
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Miniasm.

as map reads against contigs or references.

The “De Novo Assemble Long Reads” tool executes the pipeline:
1. All reads are mapped against each other using Minimap2.
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2. Miniasm loads the read mapping from Minimap2 and produces raw contigs based on overlaps and coverage.
3.	Racon polishes the raw contigs using the provided reads and a read mapping where the reads are mapped against
the raw contigs.
4.	Racon is run a second time to polish the contigs from the previous step, as more reads are mapped successfully to the
polished contigs, thus increasing quality of the final contigs.
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